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BY GEOFFREY WINTHROP YOUNG
(An article dealing with part of this theme· appeared in the Cornhill Magazine,

August, 1923. A few passages, notably those on Stephen and Whymper, have
been retained, with modifications,
since they have been quoted in the interval.)
.

was a discovery. There were men, o( course,
right back through history, who were attracted by individual
hills, and went or tried to go up them. Just as there were ·
men before Newton?s day who watched apples falling, and ate them.
But it was not until the early part of the last century that a particular
group of men made the discovery that a particular kind of mountain,
the Alps, held s.o mething in it or on it that could be turned to the use,
the pleasure and the health of the body and the mind of man. It was
a discovery that released · a new force for good ; and of what other
modern discovery could this be said ? Steam, electricity, have brought
evil greater than their benefit : mountaineering alo11.e has revealed a
natural force only for good.
·
It was perhaps fortunate that the discovery was not made until .
Victorian days, and then by a number of the leade.rs of thought. By
the authority of their w~iting and by their dignity of approach to the
new activity they set a seal of distinction upon climbing ; and this
preserved it as a practice respectable if inexplicable during the decades
of popular d~rision .and critic~sm. They also establis~ed a notable
tradition of the spirit in which mountains must be climbed ; and this,
in ·OUr coun~ry alone, and in this sport more than in all others, has
served to protect its· force for good from the progressively corrupting
infections of competition ~nd publicity-hunting ..
Perhaps it should l;>e called a revelation, rather than a discovery ; for
it was in the- nature of an apocalypse, a vision suddenly apparent in
the hills, of a new relationship between man and the forces expressed
in mountain forms. In its development also, mountaineering has
followed the course of other revelation. It has had its primitive
chroniclers, its greater prophets, its lesser prophets, its rationalising
period and its romantic revival. It passed, even in my memory;through
yet another stage familiar to creeds, in which ri~ual, repetition anc;i
what is now termed 'slickness ' threatened to take the place of the
earlier inner spirit. It is not inconsistent with such, a history that many
of us as we grow older turn more frequently to the original, objective
stories of the .first explorers some of Peaks, Passes and Glaciers, early , . ascents of Mont ,Blanc, and their like. These first chroniclers knew
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no bias, and they had not yet learned to adjust their astonished repor~s
to this or that school, of rock specialists or winter sporters or cartographers all our later zealous subdivisions. They wrote only for
those who, like themselves, had already discovered that they liked
mountains. And between the simple lines of narrative we feel ourselves
free to write in our' own emotions as we remember to have felt them
in the like places.
.
The chroniclers were followed by the prophets, major and minor,
who gave the message to the world. With their formulation of climbing
doctrine, _the divisions inevitable between human . mind and mind
began to show themselves : the· scientific bias as i~ Forbes, Tyndall
or Bonney, the aesthetic as in John Ruskin, the literary and rationalised
as in Leslie Step hen, the encyclopaedic as in John Ball or Tuckett, the
humane and adventurous as in A. W. Moore. And from among the
group of these major prophets, my own generation selected its
favourites, each of us according to his own mental or temperamental
bias. Those whom I am calling the minor prophets, _if only for clear..
ness, did not write until our .generation was already active on hills.
Theirs was .a different order of prophecy, their messages were differentiated from each other not by temperament or mentality, but by the
diverse types and regions of mountaineering tht;y discovered and
proclaimed.
Like many mountain initiates, I was an impassioned reader of. any
and all mountaineering. books .and records. On reaching comparative
freedom in Cambridge, I tore through whole libraries and past centuries of literature, to find any chance reference to hills. This was
before the days of mountain anthologies, and I· compiled my own, of
which The Voice o_f the Mountains afterwards availed itself. Any. echo
of my own feelings could bring a thrill that was exquisite, not _w ithout
a farntly jealous under-pang that anyone else should have felt just this
before me. I found indeed that ee:ho all too seldom ;· and after the
first stage of fascination with the prophetic books was pa&t, I even
began to miss something further. But \vhat it was I did I?-Ot then stop
to examine, for out of th~ magic of romantic anticipation I had fallen
into the very fever of active climbing, and b<?ok ~ore had come to matter
much less. It was at a later stage that· I beca!lle clearer as to the
character of my own. feeling, and that I began to look in books for the
reflection of that entrancing awe, for t~e suggestion at least that in
mountains man is matching himself with forces greater than his own,
and experiencing emotion of the highest qrder: In Ruskin alone . did .
I find the awe unqualified and courageously set out, in magnificent
passages of prose. But Ruskin had restricted himself to the spectator's
point of view, and condemned the climbing of hills. Wan and pale, I
decided, is the lover who only praises from afar with eye and tongue,
who renounces all activ-e initiative in the relationship and ' dares not
put it to the touch, to win or lose it all.' Of the other great prophets,
I knew them to be men of varied ability, I could feel that they wrote
·under an inspiration like my own, and yet, the more I read them, the
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more I became sure that they were suppressing an aspect of their experiences essential to anY. complete picture of their mountaineering.
If it were so, I could not entirely acquit them ; since, as pioneers and
prophets, they had a clean slate of public opinion upon which to write,
with nothing to consider but themselves, the hills and the full truth of
the happenings between them. Historians, however, were beginning
then to teach me that, in order to understand a past generation, I must
move myself back into the mind of the then man in the there street,
and read his own thought through the medium of the outlook imposed
·by his generation. So I set myself to recover the Victorian angle or,
as we might now say, ' slant ' upon climbing, and detect, if might be,
its blind point.
To the intellectual Victorian human life was in its heyday. All men
were still perfectable, and all knowledge still knowable ; reason existed
to discipline emotion, and any as yet unharnessed forces, in a universe
ordered by the intelJect, must be at least capable of classification ·under
one of the headings already determined by the educated mind. Among
the long-lived sages of my father's generation and society, were a
number of Alpine pioneers ; and when I came into the mountain
world they were royally kind to me : John Llewellyn Davies, J ames
Bryce, Alfred Wills, H. Montague Butler, Kenel~ Digby, Frederic
Harrison, Frederick Pollock, Thomas Fowell Buxton, George Prothero.
And yet others of the pioneers I came to know on my own account,
Dr. Bonney, Dr. Homby, Hereford George, Frederick Morshead,
Horace Walker, James Eccles, Evan Mackenzie, Douglas Freshfield,
A. J. Butler, J. W. Hartley, C. E. Mathews, Leslie Stephen, Edward
Whymper. It was not difficult therefore to reconstruct a general
picture of the great generation in its youth, at the time when it ' discovered ' the Alps. Confident, vital and cultivated, many of them
dictators of thought in their several spheres, they had walked out of
their academic or legal groves and found themselves upon heights as
unexplored as the poles and as rich with romance as Xanadu. With a
stride they, the men of the study, had outdistanced generations of
explorers and sportsmen, had opened up an untrodden realm which
artists acclaimed as a new world of beauty, and had launched a novel
activity for mankind. They could be justifiably proud of the figure
which the church, the law, science and literature were cutting in the
field of adventure. With a humorous gravity they set themselves to
evolve a new technique, that of climbing, and while they learned to
tread the dangerous circles of the new-found paradise with all Dante's
agile intensity, they took the poet's and the patron's pleasure in investing the leadership of their chosen peasant guides with an aura of
infallibility appropriate to few but a Beatrice. The robust and exalted
playfulness of the new pursuit was particularly sympathetic to the
strong spiritual movement of the Arnoldian evangelicals, then at its
height, and I have not yet seen it explained how it came that the great
broad church dignitaries, such as Llewellyn Davies, Hort and Lightfoot, found themselves so immediately at home in the Alps, whereas
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I never had before. A very able· review of Mountain Cra;ft underlined·
the discovered difference for me further. It commented on certain
passages ·of mine ' Wills, Whymper, Tyndall, Leslie Stephen .. . .
they would have jeered at a philosophical examination of the art of
climbing rocks.' That was true,. I felt, of their printed attitude ; but ·
what ef the men themselves ? ·wills wrote some of the fi~st prophetic
books of Alpine exploration with very judicial restrain~. But Wills
also built the Eagle's Nest from which to view Mont Blanc at all s~easons,
and_ made of the Alpine glory far more than a vacation refreshment
for his _family and circle. His youngest son, Con Wills too soon to·
leave us had been a .friend and opponent of mine at school ; we had
played in the School Rugby and Hockey teams as colleagues, and led
opposing House teams as good enemies.. Ta:ll, athletic, darkly aquiline
a-nd gentle, with hrs father's silvery intonation, he was: the first boy to
speak to me of mountains, after I had dis~overed my own passion for
them, and with hated breath he showed me, almost involuntarily,. how
.sacred to him was the inherited feeling for Alpine glaciers and the·
wonde,. ; ~. ·~1 : . ·ng. Later, Sir Alfred proposed me for the Alpine
..
ys a ceremonial process., and one which moved mese of a great h<inour won. And I could recall, although
it had ml.. a1lt 1,.~+ to me at the time, during the long 'talk which preceded his proposing me, the perfe~tly modulated senteoce · ., And they
(the Alps) may even profoundly influence your philosophy of lifewhen you are old enough to have one ! '
Leslie Stephert he · would have jeered, exce,pt perhaps in print?.
When I was an undergraduate, Dr. Montague ·B·u tler, with his un-·
paralleled courte~y to younger men, had sent for me.to Trinity Lodge to
entertain Leslie Stephen! The red flame still smouldered behind thegrizzled beard and deafness of his impatient ag·e. I plunged into talk of
the past ; and under the cold lava of visible boredom a volcano stirred,
i.nd jetted .spa~ks of qld rivalries and exultant or poignant :moments
upon Rothorn and Schreckhorn ; and it was. in a fashion that, even
tq my thef:l uncritical mind, .told of emotions very little indicated by
the temperate felicity of his Alpine style. I may take him indee;d as
the most instructive . example of my one-time ' disconj:ent,' for I
believe we can trace the convention actually at work upon his writing~
Stephen wa& pre-emit;~ent among the prophets. There is no writing
that recreates for us · more actually the poetry of the hills, and much
of the truth of the sensations we receive among them, than his Alps in
Winter and Regrets of a Meuntaineer·. His gifted personality and his·
wholehearted devotion to climbing ' plac€d ' mountaineering once· and
for all in cultivated opinion. His -style enshrined it, pellucid and convincing,_ blending tenderness with _an irony that ' half-suspected
animates the whole.' But if we once begin to read him, as I did, with
a· clo'Se and affectionate suspicion, we. may soon become aware of the.
-dexterous 'brain playing battledore and· shuttle:coc~ with emotions
he had experienced · but not approved. He sports with them impishly,.
too honest with himself to let them fall to the ground. I could almo~t
'
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him muttering, in those embarrasslngly audible asides( Aesthetic impulse ? hum that's for our dusty Ruskin-and-art
shelf ... Emotional reaction ? brr what am ·I saying the Rousseauand-sentimentality drawer, of course and there's impropriety even
in its pink-wool lining ! . . . Unknown forces ? dear me, where's
that . dreary pigeonhole " aneroids-and-Professor-Tyndall ?· " . . . .
Self-discipline, ~hallenge to · manhood ? an easy one under Sport,
of course ; o~ wait, get it under Walking, for I find myself the rhythm
of legs over flat su.rfa<?es stimulates thinking, that is, rational thinking 1..
·Accord with Nature? awe ·? what are we getting to ? q\lick !
where's my former clerical wastepaper basket ? .. . . And now to
.c lear our minds after that l.e t's have a joke about food, or temper, or
the Ten Commandments ·! ' And clear the air Leslie Stephen does,
with a lively wit and a literary tact .w hich set all of us laughing again
with relief. For really it was a near thing, on that page ; his veracious
memory had almost led us over the safe Vict9rian edge, in spite of
himself. Inqeed there are passages where the rescue, when it came,
came •j'ust too late.
·
·
.
A. W. Moore was also amor.g the greater prophets. Many,
myself in the past, would have been SU;rprised to find him there, s
.his Alps in I864 was only read by the elect, and not delive1ed to the
world until a generation later. It is the significance ·o f this very suppression, which makes his book the strongest instance of the losing
battle fought between our greater prophets and their period, upon
whi~h I am commenting. In charm of presentment Moore is only
second to Stephen. · In skill and daring as a climber he would seem to
have been surpassed o~ly by the Rev. Charles Hudson among his
· contemporaries, and as a mountaineer of intimate vision, if we judge
by the books, he overtopped them all. In his stories, almost alone, do
we fe.e l that we are at grips with the men as they were, no less · than
with the climbing as it was. But these stories were issued ' for private
circulation only.' In the preface Moo re even apologises for having
' sacrificed elegance,' and explains that, .];lad he i~tended the book for
publication, he would have·' rewritten· th~ book on an ·e ntirely different
principle.' In fact, he felt its detail and human reactions to be .too
intimate and revealing : the conven~ion of the age· would not tolerate
their realism. Private friends could be trusted ·of course to understand,
but the ear of the public must not be alarmed. Moo re was an Irishman,
and too sincere, in his adventurous aspect, to tone down or dry-docket
his memories under the accepted headings. So it came that one of
the most direct books of mountain revelation remained all but unread
for another forty years.
·
. I have left Whymper, who was my own first prophet, to the last in
. . this group. I find him even now very difficult to discuss. The Whymper
whose early life, as I now read it in the Diaries, and whose long postMatterhorn life of self-exploitation can be assigned quite simply to a
p.,a rticular nineteenth century period and class and type, refuses to ·
b.ecome
id.
e
ntified
wit4
the
heroic
figure,
whqse
Scrambles
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'Alps suddenly blared like a destroyir~g trumpet rountl my narrow school
walls, scattering them to all the four corners of a blue firmament
behind high icy peaks. How did a personality so seeming~y limited
succeed in capturing the imagination of so many hundreds of us, in
succeeding generations, with his one book ? Was there possibly some- .
thing even in the na_ture of his limitations as a man, which, when he
came to write, left his message .free of t}le conventio!} of the period,
or even gave . it an unconventional appeal ? Whymp.er, as we re-read
him, we see td have been inferior to .most of his fellow prophets in
sensibility, in imagination, and in culture. His lov~ of giving information might.be expected to be boring to youth, and the artistry of
his book, for all his work upon it, is patchy. And yet there are very few
works upon a single ·and out of the way theme which have. continued
. to be read with such enduring zest. His secret, does it lie in his fidelity ?
in his power of visualisi.n g himself and his surroundings in words of
snapshot precision, so that we feel it is all just h(lpp~ning to ourselves ?
We take part, dramatically, in the conflict in progress, on our one _hand
the obstinacy 9f the man., on our other the reality of the forces ag4inst
him. It is the ·same relationship ~ith hills, at once sympathetic and
antagonistic, which we all come to know as mountaineers ; and it is
kept vividly before us, the flashlight representation of a flinty mountain and JJf a steely Whymper in continuous concussion; all illuminated
by the sparks· of perilous incident they struck out of one another.
Whymper is egocentric : he never sees himself detachedly or as · anywhere but in the centre of a picture ; he seems to feel little but surface
emotion and no sentiment ; he reveals himself as a man unresponsive
in relationships, either human or with n~ture ; · he is hold, self-.confident and calculating. His mind, that of a first rate journalist rather
aheaq of his period, governed an unimaginative and not wholly amiable
temperament. His reactions, therefore, when mountaineering, not improbably conformed more nearly to the ideal upheld by nineteenth
cent~ry middle class convention than those of arty other great c_
o ntemporary prophet. His writing of them, for the same reason, suffered
less from the suppressions .w hich warped other p~ophets' messages. · ~e
could represent his true self in his book, as he acted and as he reacted,
frankly and without any mental reservation, and for that, the more
convincingly. If ever memory .recalled an impression that did not fit
into his considered frame, he could not, unlike the more subtle prophets,
take refuge in a tranquillising joke or reflection. Where, as Leslie
Step hen himself said of him~ ' other writers have tried to give a scientiiic, 01; a poetical,. or a humorous turn to their narratives Whymper
bullocked stoutly int-o the confusion of thought he had evoked, . and
its extent is made plain to us, as we read, by the clatter of melodramatised and worst written passages falling about us.' Whymper ·
in life, and Whymper as a writer, was an honest eg·oist; he wrote him-self ' the book is entirely personal, all ego ! ' But nowhere mountain
literature do we receive a like impression of the unendingness of the
mountain quest, or of the insignificance of th~ ~ndividua.l in corn-
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parison with it. Leslie Stephen can give us a shock of u~reality by
scrambling, when hard pressed by some remembered sensation, into
his ' Sports ' compartment, and remarking ' Still, it is $trictly sportas strictly as cricket, or rowing, or knurr and spell. The game is won
when a mountain top is reached ; it is lost when one is fo~ced to
retreat ' a definition, by the by, vvhich he himself rejected just as
often as suited his text. But Whympe~ hardly for a page lets us feel
that getting to the top of a mountain is more than an incident in the
great duel. Perhaps he will treat it as ·a two-line introduction to thedescription of a panorama, or he may only mention the ascent casually
in a footnote. All the.time he is shouting at us : ' Thes~ are the Mountains, and this is Me ! and thus went the unending contest between
us 1 ' And while he declaims and postures not a little he succeeds
in representing the mountains as so very big and the charm and
challenge of the mountain climbing as so enduring, that we almost
lose sight of himself in the course of his own domineering narrative.
Only in ~he ·end to find that we have practically confused him with the
Matterhorn ; and that, whether we like him or no, his sincerity and
forthrightness have earned him a high form of immortality by identifying him in our memories with the greatness of the mountains" and .
of the mountaineering, which he interpreted.
Happily, I have never been forced to reconcile my ea.rJy · heroworship with the idea that the Whymper of the diaries and of the after
life was the real Whymper, and that it was only a brilliant journalistic
talent' which enabled him to deceive me for my good with simulacra,
wbere the reality was not. 1 believe that the Alps ~id for him during
a few years what they have done for many another among us. They
brought out in him, as fighting and seafaring also bring out in those
who practise the-m , unsuspected qualities of heroism ; they made him
for his time among them a being greater than himself. And I believe
that his retentive mind k~pt, and his skilled pen reproduced,. a true
· memory of that inspired period, when he came to write the picture of
himself and his climbs into his great book. His was a writer's craft,
and he used every device of illustration and emphasis to make the
memory live. We do not need to remind ourselves of another famous
single-book record of adventure, T. E. Lawrepce's S even Pilla1t's, to
know that lavish elaboration and artifice can be used effectively, and
justifiably, to recreate a genuine atmosphere, provided only that that
atmosphere has first been· genuinely felt. Behind the craftsman and
publicist there had been in fact the young Whymper of the mountains,
with whom the fastidious Moo re climbed as a companion, and of whom.
Stephen wrote in memorable praise ' He was ·clearly the most ad ...
vanced; and would, but for one melancholy circumstance, have been
the most triumphant of us all ... (his) book contains the most genuine
utterance of the spirit in which the victory has been won.'
But the · inspiration did no~ survive the satisfaction of his conquistador instincts, in the ascent .of the supreme Matterhorn, or the
depressing accompaniments· of its tragic sequel. I do not myself think
•
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that Whymper's combative mountaineering passion was of the kind
t.h at normally survives long. His geographical and scientific interests
were already lifting to entangle. his climbing feet when he wrote
Scrambles amongst the Alps. Mter the accident, however, there was
to be no escape, from his role as the premier mountaineer. ·. The resounding tragedy, coming as the close of a type of novel adventure in
itself alarming to the safe Victorian age, gave. him an international
f~me and platform. Its sombre halo never again forsook him. As a
journalist, an illustrator, and ambitious, it was inevitable that he should
follow where fate pointed so obvious a way. There was something also
in his r~gged but static personality ·for like many mid-Victorians he
matured early and modified little in later years which kept him for the
remainder of his life unalterably in the public eye, as still the only
surviving conqueror of the Matterhorn, still impersonat~ng, as be came
and went, the historic catastrophe.
For my generation, the familiar squared jowl and the unchanged
idiosyncracies in dress brought with them always into another century
the sense of Zermatt in the '6os. His myth moved with him out of the
past, isolating him as a legendary figure even in the company of gre ,er
notabilities. We did not expect him to behave quite like present ay
men, and he never disappointed us. The grim mannerisms and the
dry or bluff oracles were always consistently in the Whymper tradition :
he was so aggressively himself as to give the close-up magnification of
a film, and to seem to be looming a little larger than life. I remember
him last, · and best, in the Zermatt street, with courteous officials
pressing him to · attend and honour the opening ceremony of the
Schonbuhl hut. Impassive and dour he waited a dramatic moment,
and then, the harsh growl anglicising his accent effectively ' Il faut
avoir de la biere!' We·all smiled, and sighed happily Whymper was
still Whymper : . the officials beamed, and flaunted a whole menu of
wines, and Whymper rolled on imperturbably.
,
For a life story written upon a human face we can look at two
portraits reproduced in Whymper's obituary notice in Volume 26 of
the ALPINE JouRNAL. The first is of a young man of uplifted, resolute
look and eyes full of inspiration : an expressive face, but one at war
with itself, in which the wilful downward turn of the mouth and . an
obstinate set of the jaw are fighting to drag the eyes earthwards. Instincrtvely we wonder which will win .. The second is of the Titan in
age, with the leonine head, the granite jaw and the penetrating eyes.
An'd we must decide for ourselves which had won, the eyes of the
1
the
man.
enthusiast or the mouth of
•
Leslie Stephen has had imitators. Mountain writers have plundered
his 4ecipe book of everything but the unerring touch which mad~ its
proportions inimitable. Edward Whymper founded no school ; no
one has succeeded in copying anything but his egotism. Through the
1

•

In the Life of Edward Whymper this sentence is quoted ; but the portrait
of the ' Titan in age ' is omitted, and the comment is .made to apply to a studio
liken~ss of Whymper devoid of interest.
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conventions of the ·c ontemporary prophets, the rococo, the Ruskinian, ..
the jocund, the patronising and the encyclopae~ic, he crashed with a
rude and well directed vehemence that remains as individual as it was
in his own day. . If mountaineeri11:g owed its distinction t.o the good
fortune :{l)f having ·been fir.st. proclaimed by the Victorian arbiters of
thought, it owed its popularity to the fact that Whymper's Scrambles
appeared in the sa.-ne era. The dressing up, in public, of the. no~el
sensations of mountaineering under many more correct guises might
have limited its essential enjoyment to the experimental and the
eccentric few. But Whymper's robust realism, his modernist preference
for banging a hard unfanciful head into hills and things ftom the
bottom, rather than for looki~g them over ·with elegance from the top,
drove in at a crucial moment, and scattered the new-graven tables of
mountain stone to classes and strata of the populations at home and
abroad 'whose participation in the realms of travel and gentlemanly
adventure had never before been dreamed of.
·With Whymper our authoris~d version of the major prophets · was
closed. There were other authors among the Olympians of our golden
age, but their books have no claim to be clas$ed as prophetic. Charles
Edward Mathews w.rote under a weight of contemporary conventiqn
which allowed little hint of his ornate personality to lighten the page.
His great work for mountaineering was a personal one, in ~he rhetoric
an.d sanity of his addresses, alive with the nobility of the Alps and
with the depth of }:lis feeling for .them, and in his benevolence to all
younger cJimbers. James Bryce, Frederic Harrison, Bishop Browne,
Oscar Browning, like many others they did not write their memoirs
until late in life : they assure us of the influence that mountains had
·u pon thei.r lives, but they do not attempt to make the spell live again
for us. So many also of the really independent spirits never wrote
. mor~ than occasional papers. . I .t hink of Kennedy, Midcllemore,
Whitwell, · Gardiner, Anderson and the . delightfully unorthodox
·Stogdon.. Bonney's sprightly and earnest humanity hugged itself, in
what he wrote, deep under folds and anticlines of ins.eparable learning.
All his bqoks never said as much to me as one appearance of his. at a
Cambridge Alpine .Dinner, when he was 85 or so, and, nimour said,
keenly competitive wit.h · Dr. Liveing, his great j\lpine rival in
venerability, who was approaching his hundredth year. It was a bitter
winter night, with iced pavements. The small figure in black cap and
sweeping gpwn was very bent, and under his long beard he proceeded
to hang .a witchlike .lantern·. Mistakenly polite; I said something about
both of us ' finding ice not so easy to walk upon as we used.' This was
quite the wrong note. ' ~-/ot at all, not ~tall ! ., he count~red . petulantly,
.' I am just as active on ice as I ever was ! ' and literally skipped out into
the falling snow. The manifold scholarship, .t he original personality
and the immense range of travel of Douglas Fr.eshfield set him high
among our immortals. His love of mountains endured for his whole
long adventurous ,span. His independence of mind took him out for his
famous explorations of the Caucasus at a time whe_n all others ·were
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still wrestling with the first ope.n ing of the Alps. He was generous, ·
contentious and, in speech,. witty .and eloquent. .He wrote prolifically.
·But, unless I am wrong, his contradictions kept hir.n from ever becoming
a very inspiriting or a disseminating force in mountaineering, and
deprived his writings of muc.h of their prophetic value. Although his
feeling for hills was as profoun~ as that of his fellow pioneers and the
g_reater prophets, and his missionary -work for distant ranges was as
wide as that of the minor or later group, his books. have not earned him
full acceptance in either category ; for the reason, I take it, of his
attachment as an· author to classic models and. a period style, in his
pros·e ~s well as his verse. His. observance of. ~n e~rlier and more
stately convention in travel literature- made him appear to write pontifically, and he rarely achieved the natural and urgent freshness which
. moves the· common mind.. It was ag~in an instance of a mid-century
convention partially pe.rverting the mountain message; but an unusual one.· . For Freshfield's
ironic,
vigorous
outlook;
his
resurgent
.
enterpris·e and pungent speech. could find no outlet in his chos·en
style · it did not admit even of Ste.phen's ' poetical or humoro~s
turn ' any more than he himself could ever tolerate. association with
any one school, or even.any OJ).e generation, of ·rnountaineers for long
enough to be recognised as the leading spirit h~ ought to have becom~.
In our former hall at Savile .Row, I watched hi~ on the platform
steps, tall and head-tossing, an·d overlooking us with his genial ·aquiline
sneer. He hurried down, caught ·me by the elbow, ana ' Let's sit .at
the back there's only these ancient bald and white heads to the .fore 1 '
He himself was then weLl over eighty ; but he still revelled in all the
intolerant privileges of youth.
..
.
After a very different manner, W. A. B. Coolidge has a-l~o failed to
find a right prnphetic niche. A .mountain haunter and pundit in grain,
and a potentially courteous and able cqnsultant in correspondence as I
found for many years, there was an evil fairy that dipped his pen in the
juice of unkindness, and kept his great knowledge from ever freeing
him· from littleness. It could make him write at times his rich yield of
the Alps· into the dryness. of a desert, or turn. a dissent about a trifle into·
a quarrel. rankling down the years, on· his side with gleeml acerbity.
He heaped Alpine lore into books and pamphlets with scrupulous
devotion, and spread it out in guidebooks with good will ; but to ·his
accumulations he never once managed to set the torch of sacred
mountain fire which could make of them beacons to onco'ming climbers.
· Clinton Dent had an influential and an enigmatic personality ; but
as a writer he stands aside from the great procession. His large accomplishment an.d his advantages and the rang-e of his observation find only
· inadequate expression in Above the Snowllne, ·which should have ·peen
his Alpine testament. It dates, as we say now, ill: some of its humour
.a nd .its sentiment, and in passages- of a certain facetious condescension
which.served to shelter the shy insular kindliness of travelling~ English
men, quite acceptably in the last -century, but which has lost our sympathy in print, and with time. Dent was not among the prophets, even as
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a Jeremiah,_but he served us well as high priest. In the Bac!minton on
Mountaineering he .codified admirably the inchoate climbing technique,
and fixed our mountaineering rubric and our high tradition for the
next half century. It was a masterly compilation ; and H. G. Willink's
ir.resistible drawings, in themselves a cli~bing commentary, gave the
book a value beyond 'its text-book order. Dent's genius was didactic:
he loved directing and giving sovereign guidance, on or behind the
&cenes. He .was not one who tolerated the future gladly, or indulged
himself or others with the idea that the good past and the well ordered
present could ever be. improved upon. He has often been quoted as
saying that the Alps were exhausted as far back as in the 188o's, and
he once wrote me a friendly warning not to attempt new Alpine ways,
' since there is really nothing left worth risking much for.' He and
Willink were fine. fencers, among their many talents, and when I was .
introducing fencing into Eton at the end of the c~ntury, I used to get
them down for exhibition bouts. Afterwards we went to te.a·at Provost
Hornby's, I with the unquenchable hope that, this· time at last, their
presence JD.ight lure him down from his starry drifting, to talk about
· the great ' Hornby and Philpott .' partnership in the Ober.land. Dent,
on a lucky day, might become sonorous about the Dru, or caustic about
an alleged rival to Burgener ; · but the Provost the most adroit
speaker I ever heard would gli~e in some evasive allusion .t o art, or
to skating, in which all three were adepts, and as the talk swerved in
full pursuit, he would lean back and c~oss his legs, with a faint smile
at me too remote to be malicious, but shadowing his secret relish in
having once again eluded the .obvious apparently the single purpose
of his later years. One~ as we came away, Willink's trenchant optimism
predicted that I might some day have to write a .s equel to their 'vork in
the Badminton ; and I answered truthfully that, to go beyond that, I
· should have to invent hitherto unattempted standards of difficulty,
and imagine fresh climbing devices to overcome them which is in fact
what I did in parts of Mountain Craft, although truth has some time
since overtaken my encouraging figments.. But Dent's vast dark eye
·only slanted sideways and sardonically at me out of his long chiselled
profile : ' ~n that too I shall have anticipated you ! ' he intoned.
In a sense Dent's pessimism had the right of it. During the years of
his ascendancy our Alpine enterprise was stagnating :· their pristine
inspiration was dying from the well trodden ways. Except on occasional
eastern summits, continental climbers were all to seek, and our own
Alpine men were .most in evidence as centrists, following traditional
routes ·and historic g:uides, or ruling amiably as mutually appointed
kings over hotels patronised by our countrymen. The very few of us
who began at this time to venture youthfully upon new ascents outside
the convention, felt solitary and eyen slightly cen.surabl7 It seemed·
only vanity to record difficult new ascents, when everything indicated
that there would never be anyone wanting to repeat them. During
the same ebb tide, Alpine writing ran out upon shallows of repetition~
old jokes and comfortable cliches. The only lively shoot, in climbing
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literature, was strictly factual and expository' bidding us place a hand
here and a bootnail there, in unportable volumes, with conscientious
panoramas and nerve tremors at measured intervals. No wonder we
grew uneasy, and a doubt began to grow whether the Victorian repressions familiar in our own youth might not also have deprived the
mountain message, when transmitted by our prophets, of some of its
lifegiving and enduring quality, so that it was already languishing into ·
a pretty Swiss ritual, and thre~tening to end as the dry bones of
acrobatics
.
.
It was not ungracious, that we should have paused to scan critically
the sources which had fed our own mountaineering enthusiasm. It
did not imply a lessening of our veneration for .the men or their works.
My father had told me that no one who had not seen him ride Qast
could ever understand the feeling of England for the Duke' of
W ellingt~n, that set him at th~ end of his life as ~ man above all other
men. I understood it, I thought, because I recognised that we felt
something the same for our great Alpine predecessors. When I went
as a young guest to Dent's Alpine Dining Cl~b, figure after figure,
with a blazoned name that I had thought to belong only in some prehistoric saga, seemed to materialise mistily out of the dark arras round
the walls, step down into the candle light and sit godlike at the table.
But just because there were still deities in our midst, and because we
then lived out our mountaineering lives with a glittering absorption
· and seriousn~ss, we could not but look to them, and question their
authorised texts, if we were to find out how to set right some· deflection
in mountaineering development.
Among other protestants and
revivalists I wrote, I remember, in the Independent Review, upon
Modern Climbing, stigmatising technomania and ' Binks's Stomachtraverse,' and being threatened with a libel action by one who was
peither called Binks nor perhaps could stomach the cap fitting. But
fhe appeal that will be remembered, and that has often since been
quoted, was in the. paper upon Alpine Humour in this JouRNAL, by
Charles Donald Robertson, a man of genius and of charn1, whose
death shortly afterwards upon Glyder Fach cut short a career of
extraordinary promise for the country and for mountain climbing and
literature. It was the fruit of many long talks, on glacier descents and
· by mountain camp fires, and it cannot ·be too often recalled : ' The ·
matters of common knowledge in mountaineering · are the emotions
which form its ~ery flesh and blood . . . But until men are found to
say, and say with seriousness, what they pluck from danger .and dis- .
comfort, to say and say in full, what they have found of beauty and
delight, we shall not have an account of a climb which those who have
shared the experience will acknowledge to be no more and no less
than the truth, and those who have not will accept as a worthy vindication of our creed.'
Our attitude was a phase in the history of mountaineering as definite
as that of the pioneers. If it dwelt as I have done also here in recalling them more upon particular prophetic short-comings than
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upon their grateful and p·r eponderating merits, no apology shou~d be
needed. It was an inevitable
. moment in the movement for a reform and
a revival,. such as every generation must initiate if its belief is to remain
·
·.vital.
But that which we did not see·, and which has on1y become clear to
me looking ·back across many years., was that our small Alpine revolt
which we thought restricted to our forlorn youthful .few~ formed in fact
part of a far latg.e r progress, a continuous mountainee~ing development
or change, which had begun before we ourselves had becom~ active,
. and was proceeding at the time alL round us. Indeed, some of us were
taking .P art in its localised manifestations, quite unaware of being ,
contributors to it under a second guise. · The spell cast by the Alps
u2on the first mountaineers had ·been so magical that it held sue.ceeding gener~tion-s ine.:xor,ably. to the belief that the Alps· ·were moun ..
taineering. All other climbing was in~onceivable as anything but a
preparation for them. Our own Club, by the distinction .and con~istency
of its members, its strong social tradition and high. repute, contributed
to this fixation. ThQ~, the pioneer .cliff climbing upon thC" fells and in
Wales·, and the first Scottish .winter and summer penetrations, ·were
never looked upon, or designated, as anything but a preparation for the
Alps,-- by the Alpine experts who began .them.· Those ~f.. us who
. joined in soon after, engaged upon the serious invasion of northern,
weste~n and Cornish precipices, never used the word mountaineering
of such holiday escapading. Among. ourselves we took, perforce, the
hazards of the new practice seriously enough ; but it still retained its
primary character as training for. greater mquntaineerirtg, and we took
for granted that its mention in .senior company might earn at best the
half smile bestowed on some one ,' who should know better ' being
caught pillow-fighting in the nursery. Similarly, when I originated
roof and· wall climbing as a sport, at Cambridge, I never ~onceived of it
,as a legitimate climbing Yariant, with its own spe-cialise~ technique.· It
was to me, as to others, a pert and ingratiating parody upon our revered
creed, and I gave it in serio-comic vein the parodied terminology of
Alpine craft. We were quite unaware of whither alL this was really
tending. In the evolution, principally upon the Welsh slabs, of the .
new technique to which I gave. the name in Mountain C-raft of' balance '
climbing, and in the ·rapid uprising of our several' schools of localised
experts, we were contributing our share as . an active element in an
accelerating and general climbing progress ; as an element also in an
extension of climbing principle ~hich was in process of revolutionising
all our first standards of mountaineering, and which, as we were. to
learn later; was advancing on lines parallel to our own upon the pinnacles
of the Eastern, and, among a small group of amatet:trs and Swiss guides
/in the Western., Alps. Mountaineering, in a worq, which had· made its
first beg~nnings upon certain combinations of difficulty and opportunity to be found at their· best in the Alps, and which had become
associated in· men's .minds with them, and subsequently stereotyped
'
for a time as appropriate and orthodox only when practised upon them~
.
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was breaking loose from its leading strings. It was discovering itself
·t o be that which it is·, an art and a craft or skill, which can be exercised
upon an infinite variety of irregular surfaces, and which, like all other
creative arts, contains within its·elf, and apart from any one local school
Qr manifestation, the ·power 9f almost unrestricted technical develop- ment anq. g~ographical enlargement.
From . the '8os onward, sorp.e of the master mountaineers of the
generation betwe~ 9urs and the dynasty of the Alpine pioneers, were · ·
seen to be breaking away individually from the Alps where they had
learned their craft, and to be returning to us from foreign parts with
books of mountain ~evelation inciting to strange enterprises. We did
not look upon them, however, as a movement. We saw. them as for- ·
tunate indivi.dual adventurers ; and it marked them as still more in~
dividual and eccentric in their goings, that most of them had fallen . at
one time or another under orthodox criticism for some audacious disregard of the already sacro-sanct AIpine code. But, looking back, I see
them now as something very different : as the crests of a broad
new tide of mountaineering, a secopd inspired group of mountain
prophets, hardly less significant in our history tl;lan the first prophets
them~elves. I do not hold that g-reat movements are derived only from
the great men who led them·. But the great man plays an indispensable
part', in focussing t~e ideas out of a general awareness and. in transmuting them by his genius into ~ffective action. There was an a,wareness, general among us, of an arrest in Alpine adventure, and at the
same time progress in climbing techni-qu~ was proceeding restlessly
and apace. The younger of us were chafing under the one, and ex- ·
perimenting with the other. But the great men, our elder friends and
climbing counsellors, had already taken action.
Conway, Slingsby, Collie, Mummery, were men of wholly dissimilar
type .and surrounding ; but they were ·associated in friendship by th~ir
equal passion for· heauty and by their enduring chase through widely ·
separated mountain regions in pursuit of it..Together they·constituted
a new prophetic brotherhood, represel)ting a fresh approach ·to mountaineering and incorporating a body of novel doctrine in their writings. .
·T he two main elements of this teaching were, first, the-enlargement of
mountaineering idea to cover all distant ranges and the development
of suitable climbing techniques; and secondly, the energetic implanting and promotion of climbing in our own islands, so as to provide
for our mountaineering that local root and native nurture without
which no British institution or interest can .surviv-e. There h£td been
mountaineers before them in both these fields ; but in their activities
- as a ·group, and in their writings, the two movements first came to a
collective consciousness, and found effective expression.
Martin Conway's was a personality appropriate to a renaissance, of
scintillating contrasts : a romantic, a sociologist, an art connoisseur,
a worldling, an omniscient lecturer and compiler, a busy public
character, and a completely casual will-o'-the-wisp. It used to seem ·
to me oddly s':litable that the only two people·ever to receive titles for
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climbing should be Conway and Santa Chris.tina the Wonderful; for
certainly no two human beings ever pursued such widely divorced
ideals by the same strenuous and fantastic means. Conway's butterfly
flittings, artistically publicised, threw open the gates upon new worlds
far ambitious younger mountaineers. On the other hand, his passion
for orderly presentment led him to invent the idea of the first Climbers'
Guides, which became the model for all such guides to all ~ater time.
And by thus being the first to draw attention to what had not been
climbed, in the Alps, he was responsible for launching the ' new
.
route ' movement, and in this way, although himself rather an. explorer
than a climber, he contributed incalculably to the raising of the whole
standard of climbing. Similarly, hi$ Alps _from End to End formed a
deliberate challenge to our encroaching Alpine centrism and stagnation. I can recall how it shattered through certain Chamonix and
Zermatt cobwebs. At his best, Conway's descriptive writing is as
perfect as I.~eslie Stephen's, and we can climb our storied heights with
him without fear of bumping our heads against the low ceiling of lastcentury 'emotional repressionism. Racily and charmingly, his unconventional mountain fervour gives us back our own experiences of
wonder, and awe, and unsatisfied aspiration. His last book, A Pi1grim 's
Quest for the Divine, the spiritual aspect of his volatile chase after
beauty, exemplifies how far he travelled from the conventions of his
Victorian youth, -and ,;vhat a transition his writing covered. He valued
it as his philosophic testament, and when threatened at. the last by
illness, asked me to see it through the press for him in the final event.
By a coincidence, I had already ' read' it for a publisher, and had
advised that the impersonal form, with a fictional ' hero,' which he
had adopted to observe the proprieties of fifty years before, made it
impossible of modern digestion. Conway restored t4e autobiographical
character, the book breathed again, and he himself lived to enjoy the
celebrations contrived for its first, .a nd his own eightieth, birthday.- His
mountaineering versatility was, possibly, too great a·n d his colour and
change too Protean for an enduring impression, and many of us may
now regret that climbing guide-books were ever invented at all ; but
c ·o nway was only second to Whymper in bringing mountaineering
home to our la~er public, and among climbers themselves he undoubtedly gave an invaluable impetus to novel enterprise and its
corollary technicai improvement.
Cecil Slingsby's influence was as concentrated and personal as
Conway's was artistic and diffused. It too had a dual character, in its
contribution to mountain.eering- progress. But the methods were as
different as the men. Where Conway flashed from I-Iimalaya to Andes,
Slingsby explored deeply into the possibilities of a single new mountain
· region, that of Norway, and he devoted his joyous northern energy to
revealing its glories year after year, not only to all other mountaineers,
but to the Norwegians themselves. By this, he endowed climbing with
its first great, and near, alternative to the Alps. Again, he first brought ·
ski to Switzerland, and reintroduced the practice as a sport to its .
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parent Norway, and in this way he helped to double mountaineering
opportunity, by adding a winter to our short summer season. Slingsby
effaced himself in the very brightness of the enthusiasms which he
was the first to set alight, and his buoyant book The Northe-rn Play ground was all too little known, until recently. That, however, mattered
little to his enduring . effect. A superb mountaineer not improbably
the finest of his accomplished generation he had an unusual power
of sympathy, and as adviser and friend his heartening inspinition
r~diated to every climbing nucleus as it was formed in our country:
. Inde~d, the second of his dual functions as a prophet, was to become
the best known disseminator of a love of climbing among our countrymen
and the principal promoter of our home climbing clubs and associatjons. I was myself an opponent of Clubs-and-more-Clubs in the
early days, being a Cambridge individualist like my father before me,
whose letter to . The Times, in the '6os, emphatically disclaiming
membership of the Alpine Club, I came upon wit}:! amusement just
after I ·myself was elected, But I h~ve come lately to see their merit,
in that they give occasion for those friendly contacts between older and
younger climbers whicp pass on our great un~ritten traditions, and
which meant .so very much to me and to those happy enough to profit
by the peysonal talk and example of the Alpine pioneers. It was due to
Slingsby, and . those of his Alpine-trained contemporaries who co.o perated with him in the right inauguration of climbing and climbing
clubs in our country, that the high and severe standards which he, in
particular, sternly upheld and taught, in mountain craft, in comradeship
and in mountain
chivalry,
were
implanted
in
our
home
traditions;
so
•
that our .modern climbing has been armoured to defend itself against
the pernicious fascistic infections of over-competitiveness and spectacular stuntiBg.
·
Under this heading, too, of our island prophets, one name. cannot be
omitted, the only name I am citing of a mountaineer who is still with us :
.. Haskett Smith. In fulfilling that double role which distinguished our
innovators, he became one of the first to proclaim 'the possibilities of
tlie Pyrenees. But it was his bold pioneer work as a home climber for
which he became famous ; and to which he brought the skilled experience of a trained athlete and a witty and scholarly habit of mind.
Haskett Smith wrote qnly two small sybilline books, of .agreeable introduction to the potentialities of .English and Irish cliffs.. But they were
· to many of us the fir.st notice that such a domestic fairyland existed,
and the first authoritative acknowledgment that such climbing deserved to be~ and must be, taken seriously. · I shall not forget with what
exultation I read them, and annotated them .mountain revelations,
with (for the first time) kindly and homely na~es that kept them comfortably beside the pillow at night. Or how we bore them wetly with
us on our tentative wanderings into those then rarely trodden, wild
hill recesses. Yhey told us !fOt too much : they left us our imaginings.
Would that all guidebooks had copied their restrained artistry !
Norman Collie was as different from the others of his group as it
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would seem inevitable that all great mountaineers should b.e from one
another ; and his exceptional gifts were almost more sharply.contrasted.
He combined the first rate scientist and the first rate artist, with all
their attendant opposing talents in support ; and he was fortunate
to be able to find a harmonising outlet for them all in his exploratory
mountaineering. He was a master in both the prophetic spheres : on
the one hand, a hardy and dauntless pioneer of new mountain regions, ·
in the Ro~kies, the , Arctic circle, the Himalaya ; and on the other,
the first and often the solitary explorer of rc.mote Scottish, Engli~h
and Irish precipices and of the magnificent sea cliffs on all our western
and north-=rn coasts. Of both' these mountain worlds he wrote \iVith
all the poetry of a Celt, and al1 the knowledge of a faultless moun. taineer, explorer and climber, in passages often of bard-like .beauty.
· It is indeed an outstanding characteristic of the long lives of these men,
and it g1ves a sense of a never ending a9venture to their prophetic
books, that> after their very unlike fashions, they ~11 continued to the
close still as actively, and oU:tspokenly, intent upon the pursuit of
beauty ; still seeking it, or returning to seek it at the ~nd as they had
at the beginning, among mountains, and·.be!llnd the semblance of
their Rurface loveliness and changing m.ystery .
With A.: F. Mum.m.e ry we have the satisfaction of returnip.g to the
Alps, and of tracing out how the new movement was simultaneously
realising itself in tllis first home of our climbing, in the progressive
performances of a few exceptional guides and of a .few · unorthodox
amateurs. For this rea~on I am considering him l1st among the later
prophets, as I did Whymper .among his contemporaries. Th.ere were
other resemblances : both were dominant and individualistic mou11tain
climbers, each of a new forward school ; both wrote epoc~-making
books about their climbs ; and each became the hero of a ' myth.'
Fame balances its accounts drolly.
Mummery's revolutionary
economic theories, which I am told have now become accepted doctrine,
earned him nO 'le of th.e fame they_deserved ; )lut fame is nOW crediting .
him with legendary qualities ) as a universal mountajneering innovator .
and the founder of a new clim.bing technique, which formed no part
of his cox:tsiderable g~nius. Good ~limbing needs no bush of rumour :
Murnmery's . record of ascents, even in the Alps, was relatively small, ·
and he ·was not himself the author of any new· route ; his mountain
judgment his letters show to have been defective, and the route designing and finding of his famous part11.erships was done in the earlier
years by his great guides and in the later by two of his great' colleagues.
The immense services Mummery rendered mountaineering can stand
on their own feet without such manufactured pedestals. As a climber
he was unsurpassed in . his day : a supreme ice-man the equal at
]east, as Norman CoHie wrote to me last year, of the best professionals,a first rate rock· climber, of the new order of rock climbing, and, moreover, gifted with a dynamic personality, at once detached, original
and electrifying, which rose above the challenge of difficulty or danger
with ·serene humour. It was this personal magnetism which led his
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expert parties to trust u.p.questioningly to his tactical leader~hip upon .
any ascent or ·in any crisis, and which as happens more easily in
cases where clystery surrounds ~ heroic end-_:. has survived him as a
dazzling memory and enveloped his · achievement 'vith ~:ill aura of
always widening extent and multiplying colours. It is, however, upon
his fascinating book that the legend is chiefly based, and upon which
also his deserved reputation as a prophet rests. The easy and masterful
relationship it pictures between the climber and a higher order of
climbing difficulty, and with the terribilita of grea:t p·eaks, the emotional
mo~ents of beauty and suspense, such as we ourselves had experienced
in hard climbing but had .Jound so seldom described and· rarely if
ever .w ith such intimacy, gave 1Vly .Clin~bs in the Alps an immediate
and powerful appeal. Our generation had been uneasily waiting for a
new mountain revelation : · it took time for the messages from the
Himalaya, N oiway, home climbing, to filter into its consciousnesg :
~he Alps .stood ahvays nearest its heart. Suddenly, in. this stirring epic,
and through the clear glass of its style, we vvere se~ing all the advance
in technique of which we were di~ly conscious, and all the heightening
· ~f mountaineering standards and the enlargement.of mountaineering
ideas, towards .w hich ·we were vaguely aspiring, beirig realised in
practic~ and eloquently proclaimed and actually in the classic world
and nn the historic peaks of the Alps themselves. I remember my~elf
the glorious e~ci.tement of that first r~ading, and the veils it rent ; and
how I bombarded the · Honorary Secretary behind the then sealed
portals of the Alpine Club, until he would sell me a copy of the JouRNAL
- .containing' Two Days on an Ice Slope,' which I still think to form an
essential part of the saga. As I have said above, the dramatic power of
Whymper's Scrambles amon~st the Alps brought it about that we
unconsciously identified him ·with the greatness of the Matterhorn
itself, confusing him personally with its mysterious forces, as the hero
of a sun-myth is confused with the nature forces from which the myth
derives. In the same way, the modern climbing generations are ready
. to attribu~e to Mbmmery alone all the improvement in technique and . .
the new standards ·of performance for which his guides ~nd friends
and, ·in fact, the whale accumulating wave of new mountain interest
and exploration in which. he shared, were all equally responsible. His
just fame rests upon his admirably written ad~enture stories; in which
he. portrays how the general renaissance which was taking place in .
mountain climbing manifested itself .among an advanced section of
Alpine climbers, professional and amateur. It was the first, and a most
inspiring account of a big stride forward in the progress of greater
motintaineering ; aQ.d it established Mummery as par excelle11ce the . .
prophet of the Alps, in .the confraternity of the later prophets.
I have had to limit the term ' prophet ' to those whose published
books and whose sustaine-d efforts to promote climbing by clubs, and
personalle~dership and encouragement, we can see to have had lasting
effect upon the history of mountaineering in our own country, from
which the mountaineering movement emanated. For, as soon as the ·
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spark was kindled on any part of the globe which had its own rn:ountain
range., regional . prophets at once arose, on the Contin~nt, in Canada,
New Zealand, South Africa., India, the United States, and even among ·
our own local hills. But these belong to a later historical stage. In
considering only the limited number who seem to me without doubt to
deserve a place in our own later group of prophets., I have been unexpectedly impressed by the worldwide variety of the mountain
climbing these few men covered by their enterprise and opened up
for us by their books. Collectively regarded, the ·range of achievement
of this group of friends, alike only in their climbing enthusiasm, is
astonishing : I had not myself realised before the magnitude of their
missionary contributions, both ·at home and abroad.
With the turn of the century the face of the world changed, and all
our social and group relationships were in solution. The motor car
and electric intercommunication ~ere dissipating local and social
differences, and the intimacy and separatism of cult and caste and
even of family life were melting steadily away. With them went much
of the private freemasonry which had united all mountaineers irrespective of their nationality, and which had brought it about that all
active climbers in· our own hills knew, or could know one another.
When every man began to have facility of approach to every hill,
climbers ceased to be a c~ose corporation or a nappy family of initiates,
united "in the face of a censorious public even if squabbling at times
admiringly among themselves. Th~ challenge that hills make to all
temperaments of a certain .subtle blend, could now appeal directly to
the infinity of separate individuals moving .in dispersion over the' face
of the earth. Sibylline books and the prophetic voice were no longer
needed, or able, to trumpet the message to fresh circles or to summon
-new crusades, and the secrets of the climbing craft were no longer
attainable only by way of the guild. Books of specific information,
as to the ranges to be climbed and the techniques to be mastered, and
current and recurrent chronicles of expeditions completed or still in ·
progress, took precedence of prophetic values. The authorised version
of the minor no less than the major prophets was closed, even before
the social precipitation of the last vvar.
· ·
And yet, as I look back across the long recession of great mountainecrs, not only across the two groups of them I have defineq, but a
score of others whom I have excluded and possibly · wronglybecause they were not authors, one figure stands out in ohstinate .
salience, over-riding any bookwork qualifications, and wearing the
mantle of the prophets with an upright distinction and an insouciance
all his own. Percy Farrar was probably the str0ngest singJe influence
which modern mountaineering has known. He wrote no book. But;
as editor of the ALPINE JOURNAL for many years, and especially rluring
the last ·war, he raised and ~ kept it at a level of literary and scholarly .
excellence that could challenge comparison with any more celebrated
quarterly. His own writing in it was always in character, virile, brusque,
eloquent, strict in censure, but all of a sudden aflame with admiration
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and generous praise : his farewell apostrophe to his old guide, Daniel
Maquignaz, is as noble as it is unconventionaL But his influence was
even more potent where it was ex:ercised personally. Educated
abroad, and successful in a South African career, and in its war, he
combined the characteristics of a soldierly and sporting English countrymal). _with the impetuous independence of a pioneer, the mental
energy of a stude11-t, and · a cosmopolitan social instinct and training.
For a number of years, after we ~ad captured him back into our
mountaineering world from that of the Continent, by sheer good sense
and goodwill he held together in sympathy the mountaineering
elements over all Europe, the Dominions and the United States. I
know nothing comparable with the affection and respect in which
Farrar was held by the climbers; young and old, of nearly every land.
During the troubled interlude following the last war, his tireless work
in promoting international understanding through a common mountaineering io..terest, seemed to me when engaged upon parallellines.the most successful undertalting of the kind in .Europe. Among our• selves, protesting fierce prejudices, he encouraged O! shared in every new
form of adventure with vigorous indulgence. His catholic sympathies
embraced every age and variety of climber, and his finger was upon
the mountaineering pulse of every country. With ageing or afflicted
mountaineers, wherever he could trace them, he would start a mountaineering correspondence about the past with a charming deference
that in its~lf consoled ; and with the young and enterprising if any
man or boy had the mountaineer's faith in him and the courage to
practise it, for Farrar he could do no wrong. It was a heroic effort, and
an · all prevading presence, which for some years held together the
loosening strings. But it could not survive him; He did not live to
fight the r.ew virus.which poisoned so much of continental climbing and
threatened our own ; but I do not believe that evert he could have
done much against its evil trend. His was the last intluence upon our
mountain world which we can call in any sense universal, and the last
which gave to it any sense of unity. With Farrar we may say with some
certainty that even the revised version of the later prophets was finally
closed.
·
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BY E. H. STEVENS

Read before the Alpine Club, April 6, 1943
the works of a poet, who is also one of the · most distinguished ornaments of the Alpine Club, is the following
stanza. 1
Wind and Hill, b.y G. Winthrop Young, p. 84. ..
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